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17 July 2023 
 
Commonwealth Ministerial & Parliamentary Services
Senator Pauline Hanson 
Suite 3 Level 36 
1 Eagle Street 
Brisbane QLD 4000 
 
 
 
FINAL NOTICE: DEMAND FOR IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATIO
 
Dear Senator Pauline Hanson 
 
I am contacting you for the final time in the name 
 
You are now on FINAL NOTICE to launch a full scale investigation into the fraud, misconduct, cover
Racing Queensland and their connections.  
 
I have attempted to make contact with you on several occasions
package to your Albion office, detailing matters 
racing industry, the covering up of this corruption by its associated regulatory bodies, law enforcement, and the Crimes & Corruption 
Commission, as well as the unprecedented intimidation, harassment, and defamation I have sustained while working to expose th
corruption. However, the incriminating evidence I provided 
correspondences delivered to your offices, I have yet to receive a
 
Most recently on 5th May 2022 during Senator Malcol
Mr Hugh Carter regarding the victimisation of Kate Mitchell and Price Hill
Gympie Regional Council for intimidation and harassment
cover-ups and corruption within the greyhound racing industry and its connections;
RSPCA and Racing Queensland. This harassment 
destruction of their two beloved dogs Maggie and Max
with Mr Carter on 5th May and having received Mr Carter’s personal assurances that these 
and that something would be done, the successful delivery of 
May 2022 and subsequent follow up correspondence, more 
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John Jamieson
The Phoenix Taskforce
54 Klingner Road Re
E: johnjamieson@phoenixtaskforce.com
 
 

Commonwealth Ministerial & Parliamentary Services 

NOTICE: DEMAND FOR IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATION 

I am contacting you for the final time in the name of natural justice and in serving of the public interest.

You are now on FINAL NOTICE to launch a full scale investigation into the fraud, misconduct, cover

tact with you on several occasions, including 30th June 2016 when I submitted a comprehensive evidence 
matters of grave urgency regarding corruption within Racing Queens

covering up of this corruption by its associated regulatory bodies, law enforcement, and the Crimes & Corruption 
Commission, as well as the unprecedented intimidation, harassment, and defamation I have sustained while working to expose th

evidence I provided was returned to me, and despite multiple 
I have yet to receive any further response. 

May 2022 during Senator Malcolm Roberts’ campaign against the corruption of the RSPCA
Mr Hugh Carter regarding the victimisation of Kate Mitchell and Price Hill, who were targeted by the RSPCA 

intimidation and harassment in response to their assisting my organisation in 
in the greyhound racing industry and its connections; most notably the direct connection between the 

harassment came in the form of the wrongful four year impoundment and subsequent 
dogs Maggie and Max, amongst other peripheral harassment. Despite direct email and phone contact 

received Mr Carter’s personal assurances that these kinds of 
the successful delivery of a comprehensive evidence package directly to Mr Carter’s office on 30

w up correspondence, more than a year has passed and I have still received no response.
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John Jamieson CEO 
Phoenix Taskforce 

54 Klingner Road Redcliffe Qld 4020 
johnjamieson@phoenixtaskforce.com 

of natural justice and in serving of the public interest. 

You are now on FINAL NOTICE to launch a full scale investigation into the fraud, misconduct, cover-ups, and corruption within 

when I submitted a comprehensive evidence 
Racing Queensland and the greyhound 

covering up of this corruption by its associated regulatory bodies, law enforcement, and the Crimes & Corruption 
Commission, as well as the unprecedented intimidation, harassment, and defamation I have sustained while working to expose this 

was returned to me, and despite multiple evidence submissions and formal 

campaign against the corruption of the RSPCA, I made contact with 
who were targeted by the RSPCA in conjunction with the 

in response to their assisting my organisation in handling evidence of 
most notably the direct connection between the 

came in the form of the wrongful four year impoundment and subsequent 
Despite direct email and phone contact 

kinds of matters are taken very seriously 
directly to Mr Carter’s office on 30th 

passed and I have still received no response. 
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The case of Maggie and Max as well as the history of contact with both yours and Mr Hugh Carter’s offices have been documented in 
video format on my website https://phoenixtaskforce.org and on YouTube, copies of which I have provided to you on the USB drive 
accompanying this letter. See the “Phoenix Taskforce Video Library” folder on the USB drive for the following titled videos: 
 

 14. You Have Been Served 
 13. Justice For Maggie & Max 

 
How terrible it is that I have had to establish my own media production crew to create online content in order to expose this mess. Had 
the regulatory and law enforcement bodies exercised their due diligence to investigate such matters I would not have needed to contact 
you. However, over the past fifteen years I have exhausted every established conventional route and official channel for submitting 
my evidence, distributing crucial supporting documentation to not only the CCC, but also to every relevant government office and 
regulatory body in Australia, the Australian Police Service in almost every state, the Attorney General’s office, and even the office of 
the Governor General. 
 
In each instance I have prompted urgent investigation into these matters but each and every time I have either been ignored, given the 
run-around, had my evidence returned to me, been told that the evidence was too far reaching and could not be viewed or it would 
open Pandora’s box, or had my evidence used as leverage for personal gain and career advancement; such as with Hon Stirling 
Hinchcliffe who has had my evidence since 2016 and instead of acting on it promptly became the next Minister for Racing. 
 
During the Alan MacSporran Queensland Greyhound Racing Commission of Inquiry in 2015 I submitted evidence directly to the 
commission, as well as having evidence delivered through a back door contact, Matt Lever, a law student at the time and friend of Jen 
O’Farrell who was heading up the commission. However, the submission was blocked after retired Chief Justice Judge Wayne Martin 
threatened disbarment to any lawyer willing to view my evidence, and the advice of Jen that I received back from Matt who’s 
eligibility to pass the bar was also under threat, was to spread my evidence and story far and wide to every mainstream media and 
news outlet, but this yielded the same ineffective result. To date no action has been taken on any of my submissions. 
 
Thus I have no recourse but to reach out once again to you for help. I can only assume that my previous correspondences and 
submissions of evidence have not reached you. Should this happen again, know that delivery of this submission has also been 
documented on video, and will most assuredly make its way into the arena of the Australian public. 
 
ALL of the organisations directly responsible for taking action on this evidence have failed in their Duty of Care, and professional 
capacity to report or act on a known and orchestrated injustice, which affects not just myself, but also the Australian public and the 
animal kingdom. My ongoing petition to request a Royal Commission into the corruption within Racing Queensland as well as into 
Queensland Government and regulatory bodies as to why my evidence has not been investigated and all guilty parties involved have 
not been dealt with according to the Law, clearly shows that these matters are well within the public interest. The petition continues to 
garner support reaching new eyes daily. I have provided both digital (USB drive) and hard copy of all petitioning of public support to 
date along with this letter of submission. 
 
During the time I have been attempting to have my evidence acted upon, the only actions that I have seen were from individuals and 
organisations who found me and my evidence too big of a threat. 
 

As stated above I was ostracized from having legal representation by retired Chief Justice Wayne Martin of Western Australia 
threatening anyone in the legal profession willing to take on my case or handle my evidence with disbarment. 
 
Controlled opposition moles have been planted into my life in order to deliberately delay submission of or destroy my evidence, 
and sabotage my case. 
 
I have been threatened, assaulted, knocked unconscious and hospitalised, held at gunpoint, falsely accused, and publicly defamed 
and humiliated with my businesses and livelihood destroyed beyond repair. Most recently I have been harassed in public by an 
assailant driving a vehicle with stolen plates ramming my car multiple times. 
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My training license has been revoked on a fraudulent basis, causing me massive loss of income through business revenue and 
prize money from race meetings in which I would otherwise have been able to participate. 
 
During these difficult years fighting to clear my name and have my evidence investigated, due to the destruction of my 
professional reputation I have lost countless clients resulting in loss of income worth hundreds of thousands of dollars annually, 
all while suffering several attempts on my life, as well as the deliberate sabotage and destruction of my possessions, vehicles, and 
properties. 

 
If Kerry Watson (ex-GRA Chair) and her syndicate of board stewards (now Racing Queensland) had not colluded with the 
Chiropractors Board of Queensland (now Chiropractors Board of Australia | AHPRA) in staging baseless litigation and fraudulent 
inquiries against me to prevent me from exposing the corruption of the industry, then my businesses would still be thriving, and I 
would not have had to sustain such tremendous personal, professional, and financial loss as a result of these strategic attacks. 
 
For more than 15 years I have vehemently been seeking: 
 

 The exposing and discontinuation of all live animal baiting as well as the killing and disposal of greyhounds 
 The exposing of officials, stewards, and other members on the board of Racing Queensland participating in illegal greyhound 

ownership and race fixing 
 Investigation into the Racing Queensland connections colluding in covering up all of the above 
 Having my name publicly cleared of all wrong-doing 
 All perpetrators being held fully accountable and prosecuted 
 Compensation for the unmitigated losses I have sustained 
 The reinstating of my public trainer and studmaster/breeder licensing 

 
I have been supremely patient, but now I have no patience left and I have nothing left to lose. After more than 15 years of struggle, 
busting my guts for the animals and the public, don’t you think it’s time this mess was cleaned up, and the greyhound racing industry 
was reformed from the ground up for the betterment of all? 
 
Yet again in the pursuit of justice I am forced to displace my animal chiropractic work and primary income in order to compile 
evidence for submission to regulatory bodies and government offices to prompt investigation. 
 
Thus I am demanding immediate action be taken to investigate the cover-ups and corruption of Racing Queensland and its 
connections. To assist in this action I am providing you with a comprehensive and detailed video breakdown of the key events that 
instigated this campaign against systemic corruption, namely the QGRA (Queensland Greyhound Racing Authority – now Racing 
Queensland) false inquiry in which I was framed, as well as the orchestrated Chiropractors Board Of Queensland (now Chiropractors 
Board Of Australia | AHPRA) law suit that preceded it, both of which were intended to thoroughly defame me resulting in the 
destruction of my thriving business and professional reputation. You will find both digital and hard copy evidence dossiers as well as 
full transcripts of the false inquiry hearings to accompany these videos: 
 

 Pandora’s Box Is NOW WIDE OPEN 
 False Inquiry Breakdown – Part 1 
 False Inquiry Breakdown – Part 2 

 
Digital evidence of the thwarting of my defamation lawsuit against the Chiropractors Board and associated records of Supreme Court 
proceedings have also been provided, as well as the full evidence package previously submitted to Governor General Sir Peter 
Cosgrove in 2016. 
 
You are required to produce evidence in the form of a public media release that investigation into this matter has been initiated within 
14 days of receipt of this FINAL NOTICE. 
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In the interest of Natural Justice and both public and animal welfare I
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
 

John Jamieson 
Director CEO 
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n the interest of Natural Justice and both public and animal welfare I anticipate your prompt response.

 
 
 
I reserve all my rights to amend and add to the evidence 
provided in this submission.
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I reserve all my rights to amend and add to the evidence 
this submission. 


